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Football coach training policy 
 
Brooklyn sincerely appreciates the efforts of all those volunteering to coach and assist with coaching 
teams.   
 
In addition to this policy covering Training requirements, coaches should also be aware of the 
Coaches Code of Conduct section of the handbook.  We also ask that all coaches assist in the smooth 
running of the club, for example:  

- Adhering to both FA and Brooklyn policies and regulations 
- Ensuring players are correctly registered with the club and membership fees are paid 
- Implementing disciplinary decisions / enforcing bans & collecting discipline fines 

 
 
CRC 
All coaches and assistants giving instructions to minors (U18) must have an FA CRC in place and 
confirmed on the FA Whole Game system.  A Welfare Officer will work through this process with all 
coaches, assistants and other individuals deemed necessary. 
 
 
Level 1 
In order to maintain its status as an FA Charter Standard Club, Brooklyn must have one Level 1 qualified 
coach per team, as an absolute minimum.  In practice, Brooklyn believes it is necessary for all coaches 
to have completed Level 1 in order to be able to take full responsibility for their team at training and 
on match days. 
 
There is a maximum one-year grace period after a coach is appointed for him/her to complete the 
Level 1 course.  If a coach has not completed Level 1 within this period then we would expect him/her 
to defer responsibility to those coaches at their age group that have completed the qualification, and 
act in an assisting capacity only. 
 
Brooklyn appreciates that completing the Level 1 course is a significant time commitment and so we 
encourage new coaches to plan ahead and get course places booked as soon as possible after taking 
on a coaching position.  (There is normally a Level 1 course run at Malton Sports Centre in June/July, 
which is convenient for most and is also outside of the normal football season which can make it easier 
to commit the time.  This course does tend to get booked up well in advance.) 
 
Brooklyn will reimburse the cost of the Level 1 course for all coaches.  Brooklyn may be in a position 
to cover the cost up-front via bursaries and other FA schemes, please contact one of the committee 
to discuss before signing up. 
 
 
Level 2 
Brooklyn will support and provide funding for coaches to complete the Level 2 course subject to the 
following: 
 

1. Level 2 requires a more significant time commitment than Level 1.  The course is completed 
in three modules and this normally takes around nine months from start-to-finish.  Coaches 
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should not contemplate starting the course if they think it is unlikely that they will be in a 
position to complete all three modules. 

2. Brooklyn expects any coach completing Level 2 to remain as a Brooklyn coach for a minimum 
of one year after completing the course. 

3. Brooklyn expects Level 2 qualified coaches to act as leaders within the club.  This includes, but 
is not limited to: 

a. Leading by example for other coaches 
b. Providing support and assistance to other coaches 
c. Assisting the committee in management of the club, for example implementing 

disciplinary decisions / enforcing bans / collecting discipline fines 
4. Depending on the degree of interest in a given season, the Committee may need to prioritise 

attendance on Level 2 courses which may lead to some coaches having to wait until the 
following season before attending the course. 

 
 
Ongoing training 
After completing Level 1 a coach will become an FA Licensed Coach.  It is the coach’s responsibility to 
ensure that they maintain up-to-date Safeguarding and First Aid qualifications, these need to be 
renewed every three years. 
 
 
Other courses 
Brooklyn will consider support for coaches to attend other courses on a case-by-case basis.  Please 
discuss with a member of the committee 
 


